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BSA hosts second
diversity conference
DANMANYINDO
Gaest Writer
This weekend the Black Stu-
dents' Association will host its
Second Annual Diversity Confer-
ence. Though this is the organiza-
tion's second Diversity Confer-
ence, it will be the first of this
magnitude.
This year, the organization
brings to Wooster's campus a ser-
ies of speakers which will include
Kwame Toure (formerly known as
Stockely Carmichael), known for
MacDonaId reads poetry
for Wooster audience
JULIE WOOSLEY
News Editor
Award-winnin- g poet Cynthia
MacDonald, known for her star-
tling and complex dreamscapes of
ever-evolvi- ng images, will Visit
the College ofWooster this Thurs-
day. She will meet with Professor
Dan -- Bourne's poetry class at 2
p.m. in Kauke 1, and will give a
poetry reading and talk at 8 p.m.
the same evening, in Lean Lecture
Hall.
MacDonald's poetry has been
Interfaith and ECOS sponsor
weekend environmental retreat
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
News Editor
This evening the Interfaith
Council and the ECOS will be
sponsoring an environmental re-
treat entitled "Back to Nature:
Opening Communion with the
Earth." A car-po-ol will leave at
5:45 from Lowry to Camp Luz,
located 20 minutes outside of
Wooster.
The guest speaker will be Dr.
Richard Cartwright Austin, an en-
vironmental theologian. Besides
being a pastor, Austin is an acti-
vist and an organic farmer. He is
the author of several books includ-
ing Baptized into the Wilderness
his involvement in the Civil
Rights Movement, the birth of the
call for "Black Power" and later,
for the call for Pan-Africanis- m.
Currently, Toure is an organizer
for the All African People's Revo-
lutionary Party which works for
the total liberation and unification
of Africa under scientific social-
ism. Toure's presentation is
scheduled to begin at 7 pjn. today
in McGaw Chapel. The topic of
his presentation is "The African'
see Diversity: page 4
called a "garden of earthly delights"
by a "consummate stylist,"
(Publishers Weekly) and "patterned
verbal artifacts" by a "performer of
sequin virtuosity," (Emily Leider,
San Francisco Chronicle). Elabo-
rate descriptions, but the poetry
they describe is even more color-
ful, and fully deserves such praise.
Sometimes called a "circus of
variety," MacDonald's work is
never predictable. From surrealis-
tic to literal, Sarcastic to witty,
see MacDonald: page 4
and Hope for the Land. Austin
will give two presentations, the
first of which is "Must Biblical
Religions Endorse Human Exploi-
tation of the Earth?"-- a discussion
of religious attitudes towards na-
ture. His second presentation,
"Awakening the Senses," is an ex-
ercise and discussion about per-
sonal experiences with nature.
Other events for die weekend in-
clude a workshop discussion on
environmental problems, singing,
meditating, and volleyball. The
retreat will last until Saturday at 3
p.m. Dr. Pam Brubaker, Sister
Margaret Harig, and Rev. Tim An-
derson will serve as resource peo-
ple. The cost of the retreat is $5.
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Dean of Faculty Yvonne Williams and Richard Figge, chair of the German Depart-
ment, lead the I.S: procession to The Underground. (Photo by Mike Pepper.) -
Seniors celebrate freedom from I.S.
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
News Editor
On Monday, March 19, the Col-
lege held its third annual LS. cele-
bration march at 4:01 p.m., the
minute after the official deadline
for seniors to submit their I.S.
theses to the Registrar. Approxi-
mately 300 seniors, faculty, and
staff gathered in front of Kauke
arch, the starting point for the 5-- 10
minute march to the College
Underground.
The event began with a fanfare
of trumpets and drums provided by
senior percussionists Keith Nahi-Da- ve
Coogan, and other un-
derclass members of the Scot
Band. The cheering participants
then proceeded to march along the
brick walkway past Kauke towards
Lowry. Police assisted the march-
ers as they crossed Beall Avenue
by blocking traffic at the stop
light The march continued up the
sidewalk past Lowry, the PJE.C,
Babcock, and Compton. The route
continued along Wayne Avenue
past Kittredge and along the deliv-
ery entrance to the Underground.
! i.ii.ii. X
During the march, there was
constant yelling, cheering, and an
overall feeling of excitement. Ac-
cording to Vivek Batra, business
economics major, "I think the pa--
Greg Phlegar and Chris Hy-la- nd
hog a classmate before
the IS. March.
rade is a really good idea. They
didn't have that a couple of years
ago. Everyone was so upbeat; I
really enjoyed iL I just wish some
of the economics professors had
come!"
The celebration continued at the
Underground where seniors began
rejoicing over their achievements.
Staff of both the Dean of Students
and Dean of Faculty, as well as
other administration staff mem-
bers, joined the seniors in their
celebration and congratulated them
on their accomplishments. The
College's Registrar, Glenn Davis,
served as DJ. for the event. The
"master of ceremonies," German
professor Richard Figge, an-
nounced the door prizes given
away during the afternoon. These
prizes included Wooster pennants,
cups, patches, and buttons.
Winners were determined by a
; random drawing of seniors' "serial
numbers." These numbers refer to
the ones located on the buttons
that the seniors receive from the
.Registrar1! Office after they submit
their thesis, telling the order of
submission.
In addition to these door prizes,
every senior received an extra-se- e
LS.: page 5
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Farrakhan urged White America to
begin to evaluate itself in relation
to its treatment of people of Afri-
can descent. He uses history to
show that black people should
have two options in their immedi-
ate future. One option is that those
who wish to return to their origi-
nal homeland, Africa, should be al-
lowed to do so. Secondly, Blacks
who wish to stay in these United
States have a right to land where
they can govern themselves.
For individuals who lack a firm
understanding of the conditions of
Black Americans historically in
this country would find what Far-
rakhan is suggesting to be unrea-
sonable. Thus, Farrakhan's solu-
tions for the plight of African- -
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Farrakhan's1 assessment of integration is "right on target"
MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor
During spring break, I had the
opportunity to listen to the mes-
sage of Minister Louis Farrakhan
on Donahue. He appeared on two
separate segments and, to say the
least, I was stunned at the lack of
comprehension from the audi-
ence.
I began looking at the two
shows, seeking to find out why
this man is considered to be such a
divisive individual by White indi-
viduals collectively. I found no
logical reason to characterize Mini-
ster Farrakhan as a man who is
working against achieving justice
in a very unjust society. Minister
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Americans are based on the fact
that they were brought to this
country without first asking them
if they wanted to be here.
African-America- ns were dehu-
manized as a result of slavery.
Blacks were given European names
which had no connection with Af-
rican heritage. They have made
significant contributions in build-
ing America, only to be denied op-
portunities socially, politically and
economically.
As a result of Plessy vs. Ferguson
in 1896, separate was declared
equal in this country. This deci-
sion was supposed to make an ave-
nue for Blacks to gain equal educa-
tional opportunities with Whites.
However, due to the lack of im--
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piemen tation the Plessy decision.
White schools were provided more
economic support than the segre-
gated Black schools. Black schools
were left with damaged textbooks
and poor educational facilities. In
1954, separate was declared une-
qual in this country due to the
Brown v. the Board of Education
decision. Integration was declared
legal, and Blacks began to enter
preoominantly White colleges and
universities.
Whites, especially in the South,
resisted against an integrated
school system, although it was
law of the land. This is why it
took many states up to 1964 to in-
tegrate their school districts. The
final implementation of the school
system in America was what can
be considered forced integration,
due to the fact that Whites did not
alleviate their racist attitudes about
Blacks prior to integrating with
them. It was impossible for them
to have accomplished this while
existing in a segregated environ-
ment prior to Brown. Whites inte-
grated with Black people without
having any knowledge of who they
were as a people. Although
Blacks gamed better equal facilities
as a result of integrating with
Whites, they faced blatant racial
hostility in the educational system
Letters to
Crowe ties "pro-life- "
movement with
Declaration of
Independence
Dear Editor
At the basis of all human rights
is the dignity of the human person
created in the image and likeness
ofGod(GN.l:27).
A recognition of this human dig-
nity is part of civil tradition in our
United States and is expressed
clearly and deeply in the declara-
tion of our nation's independence:
which was not a major obstacle for
them from 1896-195- 4 (period of
legalized segregation). Segregated
Black institutions of higher learn-
ing have been the leaders in pro-
ducing Black professionals histori-
cally. It is important to note that
they have been successful, Respite
the fact that they were (and still
are) operating in a discriminatory
educational system.
It is necessary to have an under-
standing of history of Blacks in or-
der for America to adequately pre-pa-re
for the future. I have attempt-
ed to briefly outline the history of
Blacks in the educational system
to illustrate that Minister Louis
Farrakhan is most definitely on
target in his assessment that inte-
gration has failed in America.
Whites need to collectively under-
stand that integration is a process.
There is no way for integration to
work in a nonoppressive manner if
they do not take the time to learn
who people of African descent are
and understand the contributions
they have made to the world. In
order for integration to properly
.
take place. Whites have to admit
to me laa tnai mey ao not. unua-stan- d.
I realize that what I am asking
see Farrakhan: page 4
the editor
"...all men are created equal in
their human dignity and endowed
by their creator with inalienable
rights to life, liberty and the pur-
suit of happiness." This also ap-
plies to the handicapped, the elder-
ly, the retarded and the preborn ba-
bies, including developing little
women.
Yours,
Mary Rita Crowe
2052 E. Main Street. Apt 74
Rochester, NY 14609
The Wooster Voice is published weekly during the academic year ex-
cept during examination periods by the students of the College of Woost-
er.
We welcome all typed, double-spac- ed letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday
before publication. The editorial staff reserves the right to edit andor
hold all submissions.
Editorials and opinion columns are the responsibility of the writers and
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of other members of the staff.
A one year subscription to The Wooster Voice costs $25, and a one
semester subscription costs $15. These prices include the cost of mail-
ing. Subscription orders and other commentary may be addressed to
Attn: Editor, The Wooster Voice, P.O. Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster. OH 44691, (216) 263-200- 0. ext. 2757.
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The changing face of South Africa: Implications
STEPHEN NDEGWA
Guest Writer
What implications does a free
South Africa have on the Western
world and especially on the Inter-
national Economic Order that is
dominated by the developed coun-
tries of the Northern hemisphere?
This is a question that should be-
gin to occupy our minds as this
mineral-ric- h country rolls on a
road to political change at an un-
stoppable pace.
South Africa plays a pivotal role
in the functioning and maintenance
of the international economic or-
der. It produces a substantial
amount of important raw materi-
als, especially minerals that are the
backbone of today's high-tec- h in-
dustries in the developed nations.
South Africa is also a leading pro-
ducer of numerous other minerals
essential to numerous industries in
the world. For example, it is the
world's highest producer of manga-
nese and chromium and holds the
world's highest concentration of
the platinum-grou- p metals, all of
which are immensely important in
manufacturing alloys for airplanes
Speak Your Mind
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"If I were a member of the Acade-
my I would have nominated some-
thing completly different. But
since I'm not and I've only seen
two of the five I guess I'd have to
vote for Field ofDreams because it
was the only nondepressing film
of the year, although Driving Miss
Daisy sounds pretty good."
Cathy Gallagher "91
and spacecrafts. South Africa is
also the third largest producer of
Uranium, an important element in
today's armament industry. With
an estimated 50 of the world's
gold reserves. South Africa is like-
ly to remain the world's largest
producer of a mineral which is the
bedrock of the world financial sys-
tem and which finds numerous
uses in industrial electronics as
well as in jewelry. This country
also holds vast amounts of easily
accessible iron, silver, aluminum,
and tin ores that support various
industries in the world. South Af-
rica is, therefore, an important
mineral bank of the world and it is
in this capacity that it maintains a
pivotal role in the international ec-
onomic order.
It is precisely because of this
crucial position of mineral seat of
the world, that the developed na-
tions, especially the United States,
England, Germany, and France
have tolerated the inhuman Apart-
heid regime and done business
with South Africa to provide these
essential materials for their own
economies. For example,
. the.
United States, which is heavily de-
pendent on imported raw materials.
"Since baseball is the all-Ameri- can
sport, and they are back in spring
training, I highly recommend the
film Field ofDreams. It will hit a
homerun at the Academy Awards.
Besides, it was the only movie of
the five that I saw."
Sonia Choi "92
imports approximately $1400 mil-
lion worth of raw materials from
South Africa every year. Japan
and Britain follow closely behind.
The uncertainties that the West
has attached to the possibility of a
Black-rule- d South Africa have been
important in shaping the accom-
modative policies of developed na-
tions toward the racially-divide- d
South Africa on which they depend
considerably. Indeed, the West
fears that a nationalist Black Afri-
can government in South Africa
exercising control over these im-
mense resources would not align
with the interests of the developed
nations as the Apartheid regime
does and would reserve these re-
sources for its own development
A Black-rule- d South Africa is like-
ly to identify more with the lesser
developed countries of Africa as
well as with Asia and Latin Amer-
ica than with the developed nations
of Europe and the West. The im-
mense resources that South Africa
controls offer great leverage to the
underdeveloped world in dealing
with the developed world. This is
seen as an immense threat to the
--favorable position that the devel-
oped countries hold in both the in- -
"I would like to see Born on the
4th of July win, I have not seen it
but I have heard a lot about it
However, Field of Dreams was
very emotional, Kevin Costner did
some wonderful acting and the sto-
ry was great. It appealed to the au-
dience and should not be counted
out?
Alwyn Monteiro "91
for developed nations
ternatiooal economic system one
that could jeopardize their; own
economies that are so intertwined
with this order and indeed the glo-
bal power relations.
This fear is becoming more and
more real everyday as South Africa
moves toward Black majority rule.
Given the present changes taking
place in the Eastern Bloc and in
the Soviet Union, the differences
between the developed nations of
the Northern hemisphere and the
lesser-develop- ed nations of the
Southern half will precipitate a
new kind of relationship character-
ized by intense competition for re-
sources that the South needs to
catch up in development and the
North requires to maintain its life-
style. The recent diversions of bil-
lions of dollars from possible aid
programs to the Third World to the
changing nations of Eastern Eu-
rope points to this evolving rela-
tionship that may soon crystallize
into a division between the North-
ern and Southern hemispheres, be-
tween the developed and the under-
developed world.
In the precipitate conflict that
could ensue between these two Bi: '
visions, a Black-rule- d South Africa
With the upcoming Academy Awards, which of the five films
nominated for best picture: Born on the 4th of July, Drving
Miss Daisy, Field of Dreams, My Left Foot and Dead Poets'Society, would you like to see win and why? (Photos and
quotes taken by Mike Pepper, photo editor.)
"I enjoyed Dead Poets' Society be-
cause I thought Robin Williams
did an excellent job, as well as the
other actors. I think it deserves to
win. '
Eileen Leonherdy "92
will identify more strongly with
the underdeveloped world that col-
lectively holds the the majority of
the world's economically-viabl- e re-
sources and which the developed
nations will need. Control of-thes- e
crucial resources will thus
constitute a bargaining tool for the
South in dealing with the North.
It is in this new conflict that
South Africa will assume an im-
portant role, especially tipping the
scale in favor of the underdevel-
oped countries and adding to the
immense clout wielded by other
Third World resource producers
such as the OPEC. And this new
division and shift in power and in-
fluence may well affect the rela-
tions between countries within the
international forums such as the
United Nations.
These are possibilities that the
North needs to consider as it shifts b
focus to the changes in Eastern ''
Europe. This shift in the balance
of power and in the crystallization
of newdeavagef along the North- - --
South axis is' likely to define con-- '
flicts in the next century and is an
imminent possibility that the
West neids fiJlfc aware" Bf a itiik
century closes. -
' -- T'f-- V-
"I liked Dead Poets' Society be-cau- se
Robin Williams showed a
different side to his acting besides
comedy. I think Do the Right.
Thing should have been nominat-- :
ed, but out of the ones nominated;
Dead Poets' Society should win."
Kevin Waugh "92
The Wooster Voice
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MacDonald: Poetry centered
"particular object
continued from page 1
even grotesque, the poems weave
their own adventures through an
almost playful ease with the lan-
guage.
The poems often start centered
on some object or quote, and from
there the words take over, rippling
outward to explore the possible
images and destinations which
might be reached from such a
launching point.
We are in the dark. Illuminated
by static, by the electricity
Of the synthetic, love- - a plain
song, a pliant is asked
To do more than it can. It is per-
haps, what we have left.
Central to her work are themes
of change and metamorphosis. In
a dreamlike atmosphere where any-
thing can happen, a bed may have
been a river or may become a boat
A burning hat becomes a halo, a
woman becomes a frog.
"Readers baffled by the quicksil-
ver effects, dream landscapes, and
intuitive leaps will find grounding
in the meticulous detail and preci-
sion of MacDomdd's language,"
assures Emily Leider in her re-
view. "Reality intrudes, as well,
with occasional cold splashes of
witty topicality: Their love is so
deep that even in Southern Cal7
They share a car. "
Puns challenge readers to keep
ft
up with Mac Donald's intellect, and
plays on words that sound alike
make reading her poetry aloud es-
sential to understanding.
MacDonald herself feels the pres-
sure to respond to an increasingly
impatient society, citing such in-
fluences as MTV for creating a
need for instant understanding.
She feels challenged to make read-
ers want to take the time to under-
stand. She says she doesn't be-
lieve in "making things complicat-
ed , but in making the complex as
simple and transparent as possi-
ble." "If a poem is merely person-
al," she said, "it has failed."
This is Hungary. Here M. and I
live in Buda
Looking at Pest across the river.
Ginsberg
Came through last month and
proclaimed himself theformer.
But all the poets here agree that.
Luso and Amnesty
host talent show
Amnesty International will be
,
cp-sppnsor- ing a talent show with
Luso House as a benefit for human
rights. It is scheduled for this Sat-
urday at 8 p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
There will be letter-writin-g
tables in the lobby for those who
wish to participate in the human
rights struggle in South Africa.
Donations will be accepted and
vidual stated mat wny don t we
forget about the past and go ahead
with the future. Minister Farrak-
han stated to her that when you
forget about the past, there is a
tendency for history to repeat it-
self. History has shown how
America has systematically op-
pressed Blacks, and integration has
attempted to make Blacks a part of
the melting pot.
Farrakhan: History important for understanding
school system
continued from page 2
Whites to do collectively may be
difficult for them because it re-
quires for Whites to re-evalu- ate
Vjthemselves. I will never forget the
Comment that a White individual
made on the Donahue Show be-
cause it is an example of the grave
ignorance which exists in our soci-
ety, which breeds racism. The indi- -
Caribbean Tan
42912 E. Liberty
(next to Dino's)
Wooster
263-466- 6
Save Your Spring Break Tan:
7 Visits for $20.00
16 Visits for $40.00
Call for Appointment
and other package prices
around
sitting on a chair atop
A table, instructing them on in-
stant meditation, he was
The latter.
Before writing poetry, she sang
opera, which may account for her
mastery of the sounds of verbal
language in poetry. Her success at
poetry led to teaching writing at
Sarah Lawrence, Johns Hopkins
University, and the University of
Houston, where she founded a
graduate program in creative writ-
ing in 1979.
During her teaching, she contin-
ued to write and has now published
four books of poetry: Amputa-
tions, Transplants, (W)holes, and
Alternate Means of Transport. A
fifth volume is due out in 1991.
More recently, MacDonald re-
turned to school for graduate study
in psychoanalysis and now has a
small private practice in Houston,
specializing in writing blocks.
International
half of the proceeds will go to ben-
efit Amnesty International world-
wide, while half will benefit the
College campus chapter.
Aside from the talent show, Am-
nesty meets each Monday night in
Kauke 104 at 7 p.m. The focus of
the meetings is letter-writin- g and
they welcome all who are interest-
ed.
of integrated
As a member of the youth gener-
ation, when I hear my White peers
talk about integration and how im-
portant it is for us to be together
(meaning Blacks and Whites), I
immediately question why they
feel this way. I wonder if they
have began to critically assess the
effects of integration on the Black
community. I do not believe that
Black people collectively have a
problem integrating with Whites.
What they do have a problem with
is the disrespect and the attitudes
of White superiority that has come
along with it
' '
j RAFFEE
HAUS
Discounts
Sunday-Thursd- ay
2p.m.-9p.- m.
With College ID
2730 Cleveland RL.Wooster OH
345-741- 7
Diversity: Lynch provides
view of 90's
continued from page 1
Revolution: A principle objec-
tive."
In the past he has been involved
in Civil Rights events such as the
"Freedom Rides" of 1961, the
"Mississippi Summer Project" of
1964 which taught African Ameri-
cans in Mississippi how to read in
order to entitle mem to vote.
He also participated in the struc-
turing of the first Black Panther
Party in 196S and was a part of the
"Memphis to Montgomery March"
from which the cry for "Black
Power" reverberated around the
world. Finally, he was in the fore-
front of the Students Non-viole- nt
Co-ordinati- ng Committee when
the organization was involved in
the "Peace and Anti-Dra- ft Move-
ment"
Dr. Acklyn Lynch will open the
Saturday morning session. His
presentation is scheduled for 9
am. in Mateer Auditorium and is
entitled "A View From the Bridge:
A critical examination of the
90's." He is a scholar of the Afri-
can experience both in America
and internationally. He has played
a part in the Departments of Afri-
can American Studies at leading
institutions of higher learning in-
cluding the University of Mary-
land, the University of Michigan,
the University of Massachusetts
and Howard University. He has au-
thored and co-autho- red several arti-
cles including "The Meaning of
Malcolm X" which appeared in the
Black Collegian.
Lynch also wrote the liner notes
for Max Roach's album FORCE
which was awarded the Internation-
al Grand Prix Prize by the Presi-
dent of the French Republic for the
best album and musical composi-
tion in 1976-7- 7. Lynch is pres-end-y
a professor in the Depart-
ment of African American Studies
at the University of Maryland, Bal-
timore County.
Also featured this weekend will
be Dr. LaFrances Rodgers-Ros- e
Stall's Barber Shop
The Best Flat Tops
In Wooster
389 W. Liberty
264-333- 1
who is a clinical sociologist, pro-
fessor, consultant and author.
Rodgers-Ros- e focuses on topics
written on the black women. She
is also the founder and current
President of the International Black
Women's Congress.
Dr. Molefi Asante will wrap up
the conference on Sunday. The
topic of his presentation, which
has been scheduled to begin at
Q-- V) a.m. in Mateer Auditorium,
dealing with black women, the
black family, youth motivation,
school discipline, teenage pregnan-
cy, parental readiness, school de-
segregation, race and sex, affirma-
tive action and self growth. Her
presentation, entitled "Diversity in
Change: Being Black in America,"
will be part of the banquet mat has
been scheduled for 6:30 p.m. on
Saturday in Mackey HalL
Rodgers-Ros- e is the author of
The Black Woman, a text which is
renowned as the most comprehen-
sive social psychological book
is "Afrocentricity: Transformation
and Reconstruction in Education."
Asante is respected as a world
authority in African American
Studies and is considered to be one
of the most prolific African Amer-
ican scholars living today. He has
been cited in publications such as
Who's Who in America, the Direc-
tory of American Scholars, Con-
temporary Authors, International
Men of Achievement, and Interna-
tional Who's Who ofIntellectuals.
Asante authored The Acrocentric
Idea and Afrocentricity which rep-
resent the belief that the centrality
of Africa is crucial to the process
of restoring balance in the lives of
African Americans. He is current-
ly the chair of the Department of
African American Studies at Tem-
ple University.
The conference will also include
a series of workshops which will
deal with icciiec snrh at TVnpc and
Alcohol in the Black Community,
the Responsibilities of Students in
Bringing about Change and the
Role of Women in Facilitating
Change.
All participants of the conference
will be expected to register,
though there is no registration
charge for CO.W. students, facul
ty or staff. Participants can register
through the pre-registrat- ion slips
which were sent out or today in
the main entrance of McGaw
Chapel, beginning at 4 p.m.
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I.S.: Students celebrate at Ichabod's DDT) SCl TuWS
continued from page 1
large Tootsie Roll. These
"favors," supplied by the Tootsie
Roll Company, were an added fea-
ture to this year's celebration. Jeff
Hanna, Director of College Rela-
tions, had contacted the company
and told them about the I.S. March
and explained to them the tradition
of giving seniors a Tootsie Roll- -,
after they submit their thesis. The
Tootsie Roll Company wrote back
to rianna asking for pictures and
information of the event As an
extra gift, the company gave Han-
na free jumbo-size- d Tootsie Rolls
to give to each senior.
Seniors who attended were
pleased with the afternoon's
events, although one anonymous
senior commented that the beer ran
out too quickly. Everyone seemed
excited to be at the celebration and
to see the majority of the senior
class together. According to Cait-li- n
Cary, English major, "There
were a lot of people there that I
didn't realize were seniors."
Some seniors, while glad to be
participating in the event, were too
exhausted from staying op the
night before to be able to enjoy it
as much as they would have liked
to. Doug Haghighi, history ma-
jor, commented. "I'd been up all
night the night before, and I was
too tired to really do more that just
say Hi' to a few people. I'd been
looking forward to it, but I was so
tired that I was just looking for-
ward to leaving. Considering the
size of our school, I was amazed at
how many people I'd never seen
before."
The celebration lasted until
about 6 p.m., when seniors broke
off into separate groups and con-
tinued their partying. One of the
popular celebration places was at
the Old Chicago Pizza Company.
Not every senior was overly
thrilled about the I.S. March.
Math major Steve Knox stated, "I
think it was kind of overrated. It
wasn't really a big deaL I had fi-
nished my LS. over a week before,
and I think that it's a private ac-
complishment."
Other seniors who were also or-
ganized enough to have finished
early felt differently. KariPenn,
English major, commented, "It
was great to be there with a lot of
other people who had all been
through tbe-sam- e thing. It was a
big feeling of relief. I finished the
Thursday before, but there was no
one around then to celebrate with
1
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Michelle Place, a chemistry major, celebrates "I.S.
Naked." (Photo by Mike Pepper.)
me." exciting to have all the seniors
On the whole, the LS. Cefebra-- gathered together in one place,
tion was a popular success. Thea- - There was a real feeling of accom-tr- e
major Katy OXjrady's comment plishmenL I wouldn't have done
summarizes this. "It was really anything different"
CLASSIFIEDS
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-83-
8-8885 EXT. A 18761.
ATTENTION- - HIRING! Government jobs-yb- ur
area. Many immediate openings without waiting
list or test. $17,840-$69,48- 5.
Call 1-602-83- 8-8885 EXT. R18761.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000year income potential.
Details. (1) 602-838-88- 85 Ext. Bkl8761.
ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAY! ' Assemble products at home.
Details. (1) 602-838-88- 85 Ext. W18761.
Best Fundraisers On Campus! Is your fraternity,
sorority, or ciud mterestea in earning
$1,000.00 for a one-wee- k, on-camp- us
marketing project? You must be
well-organiz- ed and hard working.
Call Val or Myra at (800) 592-212- 1.
Conservatives get highest
YALMAN ONARAN voe East Gtrmmuj: The
Series Writer Alliance for Germany, a group of
conservative parties led by the
Christian Democrats and supported by Chancellor Helmu Kohl of
West Germany, scored a victory in the First free elections in East Ger-
many, but fell short of a majority needed to form a government. A
wide coalition including the Social Democrats, who received the sec-
ond highest number of votes, is expected.
Israeli government loses vote of confidence: The coalition
government by Likud and Labor was dissolved last week after the fail-
ure of an agreement between the two parties on the peace proposal set
forth by the U.S. The Israeli president gave Shimon Peres, the Likud
leader, the chance to try forming the new government this week.
Census Bureau attempts to count the homeless: In a one-nig-ht
attempt to count the homeless in the U.S., 15,000 census takers
around the nation peered into shelters, bus stations, doorways, subway
stations, and any corner where homeless people were expected to be
found on Tuesday night.
Namibia achieves independence after 75 years: The 75
years of South African control over Namibia ended on Tuesday as Pres-
ident de Klerk of South Africa handed over the territory to the newly
elected president of Namibia.
Boston museum looted by thieves: Thieves dressed in police
uniforms stole 11 paintings from the Isabella Stewart Gardner Mu-
seum on Sunday. The pieces are estimated to total $100 million at
least, and the museum announced that they were only insured for dam-
age, not for theft. , v -- v'v-. :
Compiled from The New York Tunes, March 16-2- 1, 1990.
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FAMILY HAIR CENTER
2786 Cleveland Rd.
345-70- 00
SHAMPOO, CUT, and BLOWDRY
2 for 1-$- 19
and
TANNING BEDS
3 beds, 1 booth
20 Visits-$3- 5
It's Time to Plan Your Summer Travel.
Flair Travel Consultants Inc.
346 E. Bowman Street (near McDonalds)
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
For all your travel needs CALL (216) 264-65- 05
Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA030$
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In and Around Wooster... Lynn performs with the help of dummies,
Arts and Music in the Area puppets, and "even inanimate objects"
Information compiled by Shireen Behzadi, Assistant Editor
SENIOR I.S. ART EXHIBIT: David "Dalex" Walker is presenting
his senior I.S. exhibit in MacKenzie Gallery until March 23. Susie
Purvis and Wendy Brown's exhibitions will be presented in MacKen-
zie Gallery from March 25-2-9 and March 26-3- 0, respectively.
ART EXHIBIT: The College of Wooster Art Museum will be
presenting the exhibit Ohio Landscape I: Mark Hackworth, Lola Is-ro- ff
and Deborah Morrissey-McGo- ff in the upper Gallery from
March 25-M- ay 7.
POETRY READING: Cynthia Mac Donald, poet, will be giving a
poetry reading on March 29 in Wis hart's Lean Lecture Room at 7:30
p.m. Mac Donald is visiting from the University of Houston and is
the Founder of the Creative Writing Program.
CANTON BALLET TO HOST DAYTON CONTEMPORARY
DANCE COMPANY: As a part of its 25th anniversary celebration,
the Canton Ballet will present the Dayton Contemporary Dance
Company, a professional African American modern dance company,
on Friday, April 6, at 8 p.m. at the Palace Theatre.
DC DC is a premiere dance company formed in 1968. The compa-
ny was founded by artistic director Jeraldyne Blunden. DCDC grew
out of a dance school in the black community of Dayton, Ohio.
The professional ensemble of 18 members is regarded as one of the
most prestigious minority arts organizations in the Great Lakes re-
gion.
Tickets for DCDC will go on sale at the Cultural Center for the
Arts on March 26. Box office hours are Monday through Friday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., call 452-409- 8. Pre-sa- le tickets are S9 for adults and
$6 for children 12 or under and senior citizens. Tickets on the even-
ing of the performance for $10 and $7. For those interested, there is
a $20 ticket available which includes admittance to the performance
plus a champagne reception afterwards.
OHIO WESLEY AN PRESENTS SISTER! SISTER! : Ohio Wes-leya- n
will be presenting Vinie Burrows in her one woman show Sis-
ter! Sister! She will be performing in Gray Chapel at 8 p.m. on
March 25. Admission is $2.
AKRON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: The Akron Symphony Or-
chestra presents violinist. Young Uck Kim. Kim will perform Pro-
kofiev's Violin Concerto No. 2. The program will also feature the
Akron Symphony Chorus, James Mismas, Director, in Mozart's
Coronation Mass. K. 317. The program will conclude with Richard
Strauss' Suite from "Der Rosenkavalier".
The performance will take place March 27 at 8:15 p.m. at the EJ.
Thomas Hall.
The Wooster Inn
01 CmI Vyac Ana Kmw, Ofcto 4WVI UUI 14-X-XI .
Owned and Operated by The College of Wooster
Your home away from home.
Treat yourself to Easter Dinner.
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 a.m. - 1 1 ajn.
1 1 aan. - 8 pjxl
Reservations Suggested (216) 264-234- 1
Student Discount
SHAWN PERRY
Staff Writer
"LYNN AND FRIENDS" will
perform an outstanding comedy act
of ventriloquism at Mom's Truck
Stop as this week's Spotlight
Showcase.
Who is Lynn? Last name un-
known, she is a young self-taug- ht
ventriloquist with an amazing tal-
ent for creating the illusion of life
within her "friends" and the vast
array of sounds that she can pro-
duce that seem to come out of no-
where.
Lynn's "friends" are a variety of
comical characters, each with their
own personality. Dummies, pup-
pets, and even inanimate objects
are brought to life with realistic
and amusing features.
A few of these characters in-
clude: Simon, Lynn's main side-
kick with a witty personality; Judd
Wapner, a cranky old man with ri-
otous facial expressions; and
Camelot, a lazy, drunken camel
with humorous antics.
Human dummies and even talk-
ing plants add to die humor of this
crowd-pleasin- g show.
"LYNN AND FRIENDS" is a
mm mtum
i
4--
'Lynn and Friends" is the Spotlight Showcase tonight.
professional and very entertaining
show that all ages have enjoyed
watching throughout the northeast-
ern states.
She will be performing at 7:30
tonight at Mom's Truck Stop.
The show is sponsored by SAB
and is sure to be a real treat
Palestrant uses background from
special major to present
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer
Mystical is the word Christopher
Palestrant uses to describe the mu-
sic and libretto to the through-sun- g
musical, Pawns.
Ever since he can remember, Pa-
lestrant has loved music and dra-
ma. He remembers constantly be-
ing in a chorus or in a show, even
during his pre-element- ary school
days. Wuh eyes closed he remarked
"I love the sound of blended voic-
es." This love has been nurtured
through the years and has grown
through great study and dedication.
When asked which he prefers, mu-
sic or drama, he replies that he
loves both equally and that was
why he had chosen to create a spe-
cial major music composition and
theater.
The musical's theme centers
around the straggle of the two
main characters. Rex (Brian Carter)
and Lou (Justin Mattina). Rex is
the positive force and Lou is the
temptation. They are both chess
players and in the course of the
game, Lou realizes that the eterni-
ty of their competition is monoto-
nous; they must create a new chal-
lenge. They decide to create Hu-
mankind.
A conflict then develops in
which each struggles for control of
their pawns, and in this they are
aided by Altum (Courtney Baker)
who is Rex's advisor, and the de-
monic Vocis (Christopher S tram-polo- s),
Lou's advisor. Ia the
midst of all this there is a balance;
it is provided by Adamus (Miles
Simmons) and Eva (Lora Koenig),
the two children who emerge from
the pawn, glowing in the glory of
their love for each other.
Palestrant has chosen senior the-
ater major Robert Clingan to be
his director mainly because Qin-ga- n
has a great love Cor opera and
as a result has a good ear for mu-
sic. They worked together on Oed-
ipus, which Clingan directed, and
mis was such a positive experience
for Palestrant that he would have
been remiss not to have chosen
Clingan.
The cast is supported by a chor-
us of four singers accompanied by
a pianist, cellist and a flutist. Ma-
rie Kilbane, a 1989 alumnus who
was a dedicated member of the
Wooster College Dance Company,
is choreographing a dance that is
integral to the plot of the play in a
very interesting way.
Enough said, tickets are availa-
ble at the Freedlander Box Office
and they are free to College of
Wooster students. Tickets will
also be available at the door of
Gault Recital Hall during the run
of the show which is Friday,
March 30 and Saturday, March 31.
Curtain is at 8:15 pjn. As I al-
ways say, don't let your friends
come and tell yon how good it
was, it is always better when you
see U with yow own eyes. Tickets
are going fast, get yours today.
.The Wooster Voice
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Wooster hosts pianistsHeel to Reel fcTth Lester and Roldan
There is no guest film critic
week. I've decided to share with
you my gripes and hopes for the
Academy Awards this year. If
you'd like to watch the Award cer-
emonies with me and laugh at" me
when I've chosen incorrectly,
please feel free to watch She's
Gotta Have It ten or 100 times
and maybe then we can discuss
things like rational people.
I'll list the nominees, make a
guess as to which the Academy
will award, and then tell you
which ones I'd like to see win.
Okay? Okay.
Best Picture:
Born on the Fourth ofJuly
Dead Poets Society
Driving Miss Daisy
Field ofDreams
My Left Foot
My guess is that the Academy
will award My Left Foot.
nately, such an award will get this
excellent film out of just the art-hou-se
circuit and into die theaters
where more people can see it. I'll'
go with the Academy's decision on
this one. (Just as long as Born on
the Fourth ofJuly doesn't get it)
My second guess would be Driv-
ing Miss Daisy. I'm a bit miffed
that they overlooked Do The Right
Thing for this category.
Best Actor:
Kenneth Branagh, Henry V
Tom Cruise, Born on the Fourth
ofJuly
Daniel Day Lewis, My Left Foot
Morgan Freeman, Driving Miss
Daisy
Wooster's band and chorus make annual tours around the U.S.
over Spring Break ' " '
EMILY SILVERMAN
Staff Writer
While most students at the Col-
lege were packing their bags and
heading home for spring break,
members of the Scot Symphonic
Band and the Wooster Chorus
(joined by orchestra members)
were preparing to set oat on their
respective annual tours through
several states and spread their tal-
ents beyond Wooster.
Sabot and. Company
Robin Williams, Dead Poets Soci-
ety
This will be tough call for me
on the Academy's choice. Will
they go for Kenneth Branagh, an-
other art-hou- se circuit pick? Or
Tom Cruise (since they shouldn't
give the film the Best Picture
award, but still want to nod in its
direction)? I'd like to see Morgan
Freeman walk away with this one
(he was also great in Sesame
Street...).
Best Actress:
Isabelle Adjani, Camille Claudel
Pauline Collins, Shirley Valentine
Jessica Lange, Music Box
Michelle Pfeiffer, The Fabulous
Baker Boys
Jessica Tandy, Driving Miss Daisy
The Academy will choose Jessi-
ca Tandy. I'D agree with them on
this one. Michelle Pfeiffer hasn't
earned it yet (even if she's got a
Dangerous Liaisons nomination
on her resume). I could be wrong
on this one since I haven't seen
the first three on the list, but I
doubt iL
Supporting Actor:
Danny Aiello, Do The Right
Thing
Dan Aykroyd, Driving Miss Daisy
. Marlon Brando. A Dry White Sea-
son
Martin T rvlan, Crimes and Misde-
meanors
Denzel Washington. Glory
Oh. please don't let Dan Ayk-
royd get this one. I think they'll
go for Martin Landau on this one;
it's a long shot but he got great re-
views when the film was first re
According to Nancy Dinner, di-
rector of the Scot Symphonic
Band, die band has been touring
since the mid-1970- s. This year
being her sixth tour with the band.
Dinner says mat "touring has its
rewards and its frustrations."
However, she stressed the many
advantages to louring, and said that
this year was a bit different from
years past in that, "there were few-
er long drives, and it seemed like
there was more free time to
leased. Can we dare to hope that it
will be Denzel Washington?
Director:
Oliver Stone, Bom on the Fourth
of July
Woody Allen, Crimes and Misde-
meanors
Peter Weir, Dead Poets Society
Kenneth Branagh, Henvy V
Jim Sheridan, My Left Foot
Will Henry V and My Left Foot
sweep the Oscars (as the saying
goes)? Branagh would be one of
only five directors to win this one
for a first feature film. I'd like to
see Dead Poets get it for someth-
ing, and Weir's done a great job
with it, so...
Let's do a fun one:
Original Song:
. "After AH" from Chances Are
"The Girl Who Used to Be Me"
from Shirley Valentine
"I Love to See You. Smile" from
Parenthood
"Kiss the Girl" from The Little
Mermaid
"Under the Sea" from The Little
Mermaid
Although I'm still mad The Bag-da- d
Cafe didn't win in this catego-
ry last year. I'll be very angry if
The Little Mermaid doesn't get it
for "Under the Sea." If it doesn't,
then maybe the Academy didn't
even see the film and what would
that say about the others that
they've nominated, hmmm?
Other guesses:
Original Screenplay:
Spike Lee, Do The Right Thing
sightsee in the cities including
Boston. Philadelphia, and New
'York."
Touring is also "important in
terms of alumnae and prospective
stndcnts...it sheds good light on
the institution and...stndents get to
go to places some have never been
to before," she continued.
Volunteering families at the
band's various stops were hosts to
the students. Clarinet player Anne
Swierengafekthat,"Igottoknow
.
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer
If you hear any students com-
plaining mat there is nothing hap-
pening on this campus this week-
end, do them a favour. Point them
in the direction of Scheide and tell
them to keep walking until they
reach Gault Recital HalL A word
of warning however, make' sure
that the day is this Sunday and the
time is 7:30 pjn., because that is
when The LesterRoldan Duo will
light up Gault Recital Hall with
music that has been described as
being played with "A full spec-
trum of tenderness, pathos and a
blaze of bravura...." (Virginia
Modell, Annapolis. Capital).
This Duo, Noel Lester and Nan-
cy Roldan, who play the piano,
have delighted audiences and critics
alike with their superb teamwork,
outstanding musicianship, and im-
aginative programming. They have
been together sine 1977 and in
time they have earned the accolade
of being thoroughly professional.
They. both, attended theJPeabbdy
Conservatory of Music, and that
was where they started their Duo.
They have toured much of eastern
United States and they made their
Kennedy Center debut in 1988.
Their individuality as occasional
solo artists has helped to keep
Cinematography:
Glory
Film Editing:
Driving Miss Daisy or The Bear
Some interesting notes on the
number of nominations for certain
films: fodr nominations for The
Adventures ofBaron Munchausen
(a commercial failure, but seem
people bettcryou realize you're
having fun before you realize how
much work you've put into it."
This was the 26th tour of the
Wooster Chorus, which performed
at such locations as Cincinnati.
Washington D.C., and Williams-
burg (Virginia). Under the direc-
tion of John RusscIL the chorus
and accompanying musicians per-
formed mainly at churches and at
the Kennedy Center in Washing- -
their Duo alive by bringing to it
new perspectives each time they
perform.
Noel Lester is. currently Asso-
ciate Professor and Chair of the
Department of Music at Hood Col-- f
lege, where he is also Artistic Di-
rector and pianist member of the
Hood College Chamber Players.
Among his many achievements.,
he was recently awarded the Balti-
more Music Club Professional Re-
cital Award.
Nancy Roldan also graduated
from the Peabody Conservatory of
Music and in addition studied at
the School of Music of the Uni-versid- ad
Nacional de Cuyo in Ar-
gentina. Since 1976 she has been a.
faculty member of the University
of Puerto Rico. Her concerts have
taken her further afield, having
toured both in South America and
Europe. v
Their imaginative playing and
the wealth of experience at their
fingertips is sure to bring to life
works composed by Debussey,
Beethoven and Dvorak, all of
. 'yikUiiiuijn k program
which promises to provide capti-
vating entertainment. ' .
.
The concert js free and no tickets,
are required, so there is no excuse
for missing this wonderful experi-
ence, I hope to see you mere. , , I
ingly technical triumph). Driving
Miss Daisy with nine nominal
tions, and The Abyss with three.
.
Batman only received one (Art Di--
rection), so the disgusting prece-
dents which it set for commercial- -'
ism and video release dates won't"
fortunately be loo well rewarded. ,
Guess we'll have to wait andvsee
-
;
I i
ton, where members had a free day
to see the sights. Alto Wendy)
Grady felt that, "the tour was
lot of hard work, but after you-loo- k
back, bh it,, it was worth-iU.w- e
got to take our music to
different parts of the country, so,
people could see what college fcids
are doing." ,
.
.
I t
Just as this year's tours were '
successful, so next year's ptonusej
to be. if
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WCWS presents the Thatcher and Andy Classic Rock Show
JEANENE SPOHN
Staff Writer
It's 1 a.m. in the morning on
Wednesday. Tuesday is finally over
and Wednesday is here, only eight
more hours until you can do your
usual Wednesday night partying.
Right now, you are trying to stay
awake and finish your biology lab
but you can't find a radio station
with great classic rock tunes.
Why not try.....i....WCWS, and
the Thatcher and Andy Classic
Rock Show! Yes, right on our
own campus pumping, out 3,000
watts of power just for us students
at Woo.
WCWS is the college-owne- d and
student-operate-d FM station locat-
ed at 90.90 on your FM dial, with
its studio located in Wishart. Over
100 students work at WCWS,
making it the largest student-ru- n
and operated organization on cam-
pus. WCWS is on the air 19 - 20
hours each day, with each two-ho- ur
time slot being a different
type of music show and student
DJ. ,
The radio shows range frtiin Top
40 in the morning, classical and
jazz in the afternoon, the five
o'clock news and public affairs,
new musk or "college music" in ;
the early evening, and classic rock
after 10 p.m., providing listening
enjoyment for almost everyone's
musical taste.
For college students, classic rock
is a popular music choice and
sophomores Thatcher Thomas and
Andy Gardner do an excellent job j
of putting out tunes by such art-
ists as Led Zeppelin, Eric- - Clap-
ton, The Steve Miller Band and, of
New cabinet members
ALEAR. HENLE
Staff Writer
The Student Government Asso-
ciation (SGA) Cabinet elections
are over. The ballots have been
counted and the winners have had
over three weeks to adjust to their
new status as the incoming cab-
inet Before (hey decided to run, ,
they investigated what duties their
position would entail. Now they
will learn the details.
Being a member of SGA's cabi-
net entails more than just the indi-
vidual duties associatied with each
of the positions. The president,
vice president of student affairs,
vice president of academic affairs,
t T ' l" 1 1 v .V,.-- v' t'-- ". .v''" ' V't .
tn
-- A
.
"Thatcher and Andy" provide classic rock for WCWS's
early. Wednesday morning listeners. (Photo by Mike Pep
per.)
course. The Rolling Stones on
their Tuesday night show from 11
p.m. until 2 ajn.
Andy and Thatcher described
their show's format as
"spontaneous, we just turn it on
and go.,if we make a mistake, we
say 'oops, it's college radio so
you're allowed to be human and
mess up without getting fired."
Dedications and requests are a
big part of the Thatcher and Andy
Show. In fact, earlier this year
they challenged another student
DJ., sophomore Frank Andorka,
as well as the other positions, are,
first and foremost, members of the
cabinet. Cabinet meets once a
week to discuss issues before they
reach the General Assembly (G.A.)
and to brainstorm ideas for new
projects for S.G .A. to undertake.
Cabinet meetings are conducted
in parliamentary format similar to
that used for the G.A. Each mem-
ber spends some time informing
each other of the progress that he
she is making. They present is-
sues which they feel SGA can ad-
dress and decide the format of pres-
entation for G.A. Each position
has its own particular duties and
responsibilities. Still, even the
president of S.G.A. is a cabinet
to see which of their shows could
receive more requests. Andy and
Thatcher won with 32 requests
made during their three-ho-ur show.
Andy explained their reasons for
taking so many requests on their
show: lt makes it easier on us, if
we played only the songs we liked
the show would get old and stale;
requests help keep the show new
and give it variety."
The classic rock collection of al-
bums is limited at WCWS, al-
though both Thatcher and Andy as-
sured that the collection is being
begin work;
member.
Meetings are also used as a for-
um for refining ideas and review-
ing material, so that G-- A. receives
workable proposals on which they
can act. For example, the Funding
Allocations Committee (F.A.C.)
presents their funding proposal to
the cabinet before it goes to
S.G.A. The Cabinet reviews the
proposal and makes suggestions
which accompany the proposal be-
fore the G-- A.
The incoming cabinet will unof-
ficially begin then- - tasks this week
as they discuss with the present
cabinet their new positions. After
the last G.A. meeting, the present
cabinet will cease to function and
worked on as the station is upgrad-
ed. WCWS has participated with
WQKT of Wooster in WQKTs
record show, and bought new, yet
classic, albums they did not have.
Even with the station working
hard to build the size of the classic
rock collection, Thatcher and Andy
still carry about 20-3- 0 discs of
their own and discs of friends over
to the station for their show.
Along with the weather, hot
news items, dedications and tons
of requests, The Thatcher and Andy
Show has one last interesting as-
pect, sophomore Dylan Devries.
Dylan, who, as Andy and Thatcher
explain, "is in training," helps out
with the show by doing his fa-
mous Freddy Kruger imitation.
Andy and Thatcher have a good
following. Each night they re-
ceive about six or seven off cam-
pus requests and 20 or more on-cam- pus
requests.
"If you like our music and our
show, give as a call, request some-
thing and we'll play it," comment-
ed Thatcher.
Thatcher and Andy explained die
procedure that must be followed in
order to be licensed to broadcast
on the air. The Broadcast Work-
shop course, offered through the
communication department, should
betaken. This course teaches stu-
dents all about die radio equip-
ment, line (staff or personal) posi-
tions at a radio station (of which
Andy holds the position of Traffic
and Continuity Director) and pre-
pares students to take the oral test,
the FCC class three license test,
administered by the management
of WCWS. One-four- th of a credit
library survey
the new cabinet will prepare for
next fall. When the class of 1994
arrives at the end of August, the
new Cabinet will be here to greet
them.
The library questionnaire dis-
tributed to students and faculty
Feb. 2 has drawn a splendid re-
sponse: roughly 70 faculty and
250 students have sent back the
form. The Library Committee is
now meeting to decide on how
best to tabulate the results.
When the questionnaires have
been read, a summary of the an-
swers will be offered in an article
in the Voice. The process should
take a few weeks; answers are
is received for taking this class and
if the test is passed then the stu-
dent may broadcast on the air
alone.
WCWS's management is headed
by Jennifer McGee and the pro-
gram director is John Mallon. The
eight line positions are as follows
and are all held by students except
one: News Director-sophomo- re
Frank Andorka; Traffic and Con-
tinuity Director-sophomo-re Andy
Gardner; Public Affairs Director-juni- or
Paul Wexler, Public Rela-
tions Director - senior Elizabeth
Lane; Sports Director-senio-r Ernie
Frank; Production Director-seni- or
Ben Williams; Music Director-juni-or
Bob Carpenter, and Devel-
opment Director --Dorm Director of
Stevenson Greg Rumberg. John
Finn is the faculty advisor.
"The radio station is always
looking for people to do anything
at the station," said Andy, "you
don't have to be licensed to be on
the air as long as someone who is
licensed is with -- you to help with
equipment and all."
All the positions at WCWS are
open to all students and applica-
tions for line staff positions will
be available soon and will be an-
nounced. If interested in working
at WCWS, just call the station at
extension 2477. If interested in
taking the Broadcast Workshop
through die communication depart-
ment, contact the communication
department or the catalogue for
more information.
As for Thatcher and Andy, they
will continue their show on
WCWS and as always, "we want
to play what you want to hear!"
planned
serious and sometimes lengthy.
Information gained from the ques-
tionnaire win be used to formulate
proposals to be sent to the faculty
for consideration.
The Committee-appreciate- s the
time put into answering its ques-
tionnaire. If you wish to offer fur-
ther input, members of the com-
mittee include: --
Kristin Bacon (Student)
Scon Merriman (Student)
Don Beane (Math),
Maureen Cole (Psychology)
Paul Gaus (Chemistry)
David Moldstad (English)
Lewis Sage (Economics).
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Faculty Profile:
Harris' multi-cultur- al students
background provides learning
APRIL HECK
Staff Writer
Most are familiar with hopping
from bar to bar, or from major to
major, but what about hopping
from country to country? Doctor
Ishwar Harris, an associate profes-
sor of Wooster s religious studies
department, knows all about this
latter sort of "hopping."
Born in north India, Harris grew
up and received his schooling
there, all me way through college.
A fellowship to study abroad then
took him to Japan, where he did
his post-gradua- te work. A trip or
experiences in Asia. In 1963 he
hopped on over to the United
States, where he earned his masters
degree in divinity at Howard Uni-
versity (Washington, D.C.) and
another masters in theology at
Berkeley. Far from lacking ambi-
tion, he wound up his formal edu-
cation by working for a doctorate
in the history of religion at Clare-mo-nt
in California.
Having the unique experience of
Unsung Hero:
Moore keeps biology
KARYN POWERS
Staff Writer
As a first-ye- ar biology student,
you may have met Barb, secretary
for the biology department, as you
were buying lab books or a dis-
secting kit or even leaving a note
in your professor's box explaining
why you missed class. For those
of you who went on to major in
biology, this was just the begin-
ning of your visits to room 104,
Mateer Hall. From then on, stu-
dents will have constant contact
with Moore, as she's available to
help them with photocopying,
computer programs, typing I.S.,
or to just chat
Sophomore biology student Burt
Keiper admits that after a grueling
test or a lengthy lab, "Her's is a
smiling face when I most need it"
Her friendly and soothing manner
have become a common and wel-
come sight in a department where
students, as Moore says, "Will of-
ten live, eat, and breath in this
building", as they continue in biol
Ishwar Harris, professor
teaching and travel. (Photo
living in three different cultures
has influenced Harris in both his
studies and his outlook on the
world around him. Japan revealed
to him how much religion and cul-
ture are intertwined. Fascinated,
he abandoned original plans to pur-
sue studies in Christianity and the
ministry and broadened his focus
ogy, one of the most demanding
majors on campus.
Moore not only deals with daily
office duties but she is also in
charge of 13 of the students
who are employed at the biology
department These students may
be working as T.A.'s, stockroom
attendants, or working in the
greenhouse or animal facility. She
is also in charge of the two securi-
ty guards that patrol the building
and lets in harried students who
need to get in to do a lab in the
late hours of the night
After a year with publications,
Moore switched to the biology de-
partment, where she has been for
the past nine years. She claims
that, "There are very few who grad-
uate from the biology department
that I don't feel close to." This
kind of relationship goes beyond
the usual educational officialism to
friendship, stemming from
Moore's genuine care for the stu-
dents outside the world of acade-mi- a.
Oftentimes she will invite
students to her home in Creston,
of religions studies, enjoys
by Mike Pepper.)
onto world religion. His diverse
cultural experience has also enligh-
tened him on things one cannot al-
ways learn from textbooks. He
explained. It was intriguing to see
the similarities and differences
among the three cultures, and to
see for instance prejudices and
preconceived ideas Americans held
department together
Barb Moore, despite a heavy work load, still manages to
keep a smile on her face. (Photo by Mike Pepper.)
Ohio, for a holiday dinner, to
watch movies, or maybe to just
hang out and do a crucial load of
laundry. Such outside attention is
extremely important to a student
who may be far from home or just
need a diversion from the stresses
of campus life.
While in her office, one will
J
with excellent
opportunities
of the Indians and vice-vers- a.
And those ideas are always based
on simple ignorance."
This first-han-d experience and
wisdom has molded Harris into
self-proclaim-
ed "bridge-build- er be-
tween the east and west" Those
words were well-pu- t, for he has be-
come an integral part of the inter-
national scene here at Wooster. "I
am very much concerned about the
international students. I know
what they are going through, try-
ing to adjust socially, academical-
ly, and culturally. As the
"unelected advisor to the Indian
students, he has chaired "India
Week," now expanded to "Indian
Sub-Contine- nt Week," which
presents Indian-oriente- d concerts,
lectures, and other various activi-
ties to heighten cultural awareness.
He has also conducted study-trav- el
seminars to India. His latest expe-
dition took him and 13 Wooster
students to India this past fall. In
addition to such adventures, he is
currently preparing a course on the
life and thought of Ghandi to be
m
continually hear the phone ring
and if they happen to be there at
the right time, they may witness
an interesting scenario. For in-
stance, a person calls who is a for-
mer graduate of the college by
about four or five years. Moore
immediately identifies this person
offered next year.
Harris feels amply rewarded by
his contributions to life at Woost-
er, he admitted gladly. He chose
to teach at Wooster not only for
the long-standi- ng relationship
Wooster has had with India, but
also for the personal atmosphere it
offers. At a larger university such
as Rutgers, where he taught until
coming to Wooster in 1981, close
relations with students were hard
to come by. Here, he thoroughly
enjoys being both a professor and
a friend.
Harris concluded by commenting
on the popular misconception that
religious studies professors are ex-
tremely religious. "As a profes-
sor, I am concerned with religious
phenomena, not religious dogma.
he explained. While holding per-
sonal religious values, he also em-
braces the traditions of other cul-
tures, which means it might not
be unusual to find him checking
papers at home, with one of two
daughters on his knee and The
Simpsons &iosvmg oo, T.Y.
.
by their first name and continues
to chat with them about what's go-
ing on in their life at the present
time as if she had seen them just
last week. As the conversation
continues, one realizes that the for-
mer student is now out of graduate
school and is calling to get an old
,
syllabus and course description,
most probably for a job interview,
i Not only was Moore helpful to
this person while they were at
Wooster, but she is of great assis-
tance to them four years later.
"Personalized attention is one of
the most important features of a
.
small school," to which Barb
Moore not only agrees with this
statement but she also proves it
People often forget that it's not
just the professors who matter in a
successful educational system but
also the middlepeople such as Barb
Moore. Students often find that
it's these people whom they will
need and want to be close to as
they journey through their academ-
ic and lifetime pursuits.
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Wooster Volunteer Network f
announces positions to be filled
The Wooster Volunteer Network is
looking for interested students to
fill executive board positions for .
next year. There are six positions
open ranging from Network Presi-
dent to Transportation Chair. The
Network needs campus support and
encourages anyone who wishes to
take part in the umbrella organiza-
tion to apply. Applications can be
picked up at the Network office in
Lowry Center.
The Network President acts
as the official Network representa-
tive to the volunteer groups and
the College. The president manag-- i
es all executive board and contact
person meetings. This office also ;
supervises and facilitates commu-
nication between the committee!
chairpersons. J
The Network Vice-Preside- nt j
will run the Project Head meetings :
and plan Project Head training ses-
sions. The vice president will also
serve on the Housing Proposal Se-
lection Committee as well as carry ,
out tasks as delegated by the presi-
dent .
The Finance Chair, among
other things, will' receive monthly
founded 1877, is an independent,, non-prof- it agency,
which sends 2500 underpriveleged New York City
children on free vacations to rustic summer camps each
year, 65 miles north of New York City. We are now hiring!
energetuc persons who have completed a rmmmum oi one
year of college to work as counselors, waterfront staff, and
program staff in this rewarding summer program, June 22
to August 20. Salary range: $1200-$1700andu- p,
depending on experience. Range slightly higher for
program and waterfront staff. Room, board,and
travel allowance provided.
For more info: Call Jim at ext. 2074
UMonO Uric
1S week
statements from the Treasurer's Of-
fice and is responsible for report-
ing program balances as well as
keeping track of accounts.
The Transportation Chair su-
pervises the responsiblilities con-
cerning the mini-va- n.
The Public Relations Chair
promotes awareness of specific
volunteer activities through cam-
pus publications, the bulletin
board, and the kftwdrk NEWS
newsletter. This office also coor-
dinates, organizes and promotes
volunteer recruitment fairs.
The Secretary is responsible for
taking minutes at the executive
board and contact person meetings
and distributing the minutes to
representatives and other interested
persons. The Secretary will also
keep a current list of the contact
people, programs, extensions, box
numbers, faculty advisors and
agency advisors.
The Network executive board
meetings are held for one hour eve-
ry week. Those people in the
above positions are required to be
at the weekly meetings.
trTAnMcofs
14 Si if
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The world according to two letters
On Monday afternoon I swag-
gered up to Kauke with three party
favors in my mouth. In the arch
were a few renegades from the Scot
Band who filled the Oak Grove
with violent, jagged funk. The
beat hit me hard in the hips. With
a lung full of air, I in- -
flated my favors. One
shot up my nose, the Onother poked my eye and
the last one drooped over
my Hawaiian lei. All
around me seniors were
wafting their toxic
breath and giving each DAVE
other aggressive hugs.
If the Hollywood defini- -
tion of "college" ever rang true on
this campus, it rang true 'that
Monday afternoon at the I.S.
march.
At the College Underground,
there was free beer, and get this,
no one made you dump it out!
There was also good food and
friends-o-plent- y. Collars loosened
and guards were let down. Seniors
reeled to the disco beat with their
advisors, chomped on broccoli and
Tootsie rolls, listened for their
JB Typewriter
345-740- 5
8- -5:30 Daily
9- -2 Saturday
numbers as Richard Figge an-
nounced the door prizes, showed off
their yellow buttons and avoided
intellectual discussions.
The last time I did that with my
class was during orientation when
we couldn't have discussed intellec- -
My
Mind
COOGAN I
tual things if we had wanted to.
Doesn't it seem suspicious that the
college sponsors parties for us at
the beginning of our first year and
the end of our senior year? It
makes me wonder if these college-sponsor- ed
parties were strategically
placed to give me a good taste in
my mouth when I got here and an
even better taste when I left
But I suppose that's good diplo-
macy even though I don't buy it
When I'm an alum and I reflect
Service & Sales
Authorized Service For
SMITH CORONA
IBMSWINTEC
ADLER
Supplies For
IBM'BROTHER
ROYAL'SWINTEC
SMITH CORONA
PANASONIC
CANON'AND MORE
2522 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio 44691
atr still iVt
I "
upon the lame party atmosphere of
my college days, I win always re-
member that Wooster was glad to
meet me and glad to get rid of me.
But it's hard to be bitter now
that I've finally dropped that hated
vowel and consonant combination
M i from the alphabet of mylife. It's hard to even carej
I that we didn't get a party
for declaring our majors ori for finishing the language
requirement What could
possibly matter more than
finishing I.S.?
,,,
' 4 To me, the world accord-
ing to those letters has tak- -
J en on new meaning for me
now that I am done. Although
that hated vowel and consonant
combination continues to sink
deeper and deeper into the cavity of
my memory, I am finding that I
cannot forget it I.S. will always
occupy a corner of my mind
whether I want it to or not It's
the gift that keeps on giving.
Did they tell us about that in the
admissions propoganda that they
sent to us in high school?
SPIRIT HAPPENS
at
ZION LUTHERAN
CHURCH
301 North Market
Sunday Worship
10:30
Rides Available 262-560- 6
The information desk has 6--7
positions to fill next fall.
There will also be work avail-
able over the summer. Please
fill out your application at the
Student Employment Office.
Closing date for applications
is April 6.
rJeo
Cfikem l GDmAilitl.Uvit
" m m M
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Scots go 6-3
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot baseball team
travelled south for their annual
spring training stint in Florida
several weeks ago in hopes of esta-
blishing a strong foundation for
the upcoming season. However, it
was evident that matching their
success in 1989 would be a diffi-
cult task to accomplish for the
Fighting Scots. After clinching
the championship in their fifth
consecutive trip to the Mideast Re-
gional Tournament, the Scots be-
came the first team in the school's
history to earn a bum in the Divi-
sion m Small College World Ser-
ies.
But, like always. Coach Pettori--ni
and the Scots responded in fine
form to register an overall record
of 6-3- -1 before heading back up
north. Overall, it was a successful
trip and the Scots faired extremely
well against their toughest sched-
ule in the past seven years, includ-
ing two Division I and Division II
. teams apiece.
I The Scots cjjeried up their sched- - ,
ale on a bit of a sour note by suf-
fering two losses and one tie
against only one victory --in the
first four games. Wooster battled
Widener College to a 7-- 7 tie in the
Men's lacrosse open up 4-- 0
TOMSTEFANJX
Staff Writer
Over spring break, the 1990
men's lacrosse team travelled east
for four games. The first three
were played in Virginia while the
remaining game was in Bethesda,
Maryland. The Scots returned with
a 4-- 0 record after defeating
Lynchburg, Virginia Wesleyan,
Randolph-Maco- n, and Haverford.
The team faced a determined
Lynchburg squad for its first game
and won by a three point margin,
16-1- 3. Leading the way was junior
Andy Fox, who scored six goals
and three assists. Classmates Steve
Davidow and Greg Savidge had
four and two goals, respectively.
The most unusual taUy was scored
by first-ye-ar goalie, Rob Vos-burg- h,
who threw a long pass up-fie- ld
that was misjudged by the
Lynchburg goalie and found the
back of the net The remaining
scorers were Mike Breen, Alan Po
-1 during Florida tour
seasonopener before dropping a
defensive struggle to St Bonaven-tur- e
by a score of 3-- 1 the next day.
Senior pitcher Jim Robertson
then guided the Scots to their first
victory of the year against Phila-
delphia Textile to snap the streak
with some help from junior Chris
Bell, who was awarded the game-winni- ng
hit. But the Scots failed
to keep the momentum going in
their next contest against Heidel-
berg and lost a heartbreaker by a
score of 2--1.
The Scots saw their luck change
for the better in the latter half of
their trip by claiming victories in
five out of the six games. Robert-
son earned his second win of the
year in a close 11-1- 0 battle with
Norm Dakota State and junior Ja-
son Weiner paced the team to a
second consecutive victory over
Wabash College while recording
his first win of the year.
Sophomore pitcher Gerry Sager-ma-n
was the victim of an offen-
sive assault by St. Xavier, who
handily defeated Wooster by a
score of 12-- 2. But, the Scots re-
sponded with three consecutive
victories over Aquinas, Marian, -
and Findlay to finish the trip with
sophomore Jay Terry, Weiner, and
junior MarkBricker picking up the
wins, respectively.
horyles, and Tom Bennett. Vos-burg- h
was solid in the net with 21
saves.
The following game was played
against the Blue Marlins of Vir-
ginia Wesleyan. The game proved
one thing: the Scots have a lot of
players who can score. Wooster
extended their record to 2--0 as they
pounded Virginia Wesleyan, 33-- 4.
First-ye- ar Tom Bennett led all
scorers with six goals and four as-
sists, while Alan Pohoryles and
Steve Davidow each had five. Oth-
er scorers were Andy Fox with
four, Dave Brewster and Tate
McCoy with three. Mike Breen
with two, and Steve Spitzer. Greg
' Savidge, Paul Gamble, Chris Du-mo- nt,
and Whitney Nunn with one
apiece. All three Wooster goalies
saw action as Rich Green. Rob
Vosburgh, and Neil Hagen com-
bined for sixteen saves.
Wooster extended their victories
to 3-- 0 as they faced Randolph-Maco- n
in Ashland, Va. The Scots
Individually, the pitching staff
was the brightest spot for the
Scots and they displayed both
strength and control as well as
poise throughout the trip. With
ace reliever Rich Danch being lost
to graduation, the pressure has
been placed in the capable hands of
Robertson, Weiner, and senior
John Jordan. Currently, Robertson
holds down a 2--0 record and an as-
tounding 0.00 earned run average.
After recovering from off-seas-on
shoulder surgery, Weiner fought
back to register a 2--1 record with a
team-leadi- ng 14 strikeouts.
The offense has also been forced
to compensate for the losses of
several big guns including Cary
MacConnel. AD-Ameri- can Brent
Bizyak, and Rob Peterson, a recent
draft choice of die Pittburgh Pi-
rates. Chris Bell has taken charge
and has proven to be the most con-
sistent bitter this far with a 323
average and eight runs batted in.
The bulk of the Scots' batting or-
der, featuring juniors Matt Sher-rie- b
(.226) and Tom Flynn (.229)
as well as senior Matt Hiestand
(.226), have started out slow but
should uuptove with time.
The Scots open action today at
Malone and the home opener at
Art Murray Field is scheduled for
March 27 against Grove City.
were frying 4--0 until Mike Breen
scored, late in the first period. The
tide changed in the second period
as Wooster outscored RM 5-- 1. The
rush was led by Whitney Nunn
who had two goals. RM came
back strong in the third period to
take a 10--8 lead but would eventu-
ally faU short thanks to a deter-
mined fourth period by Wooster.
Goals by Davidow, Fox, and
Brewster led the way, and Davidow
scored with ten seconds remaining
to cap the victory. The final score
was 14-1- 2.
Wooster remained unbeaten as
they defeated Haverford by a score
of 14--7. Alan Pohoryles scored
four goals and three assists lo lead
an scorers. Andy Fox scored three
goals and Steve Davidow scored
two. Mike Breen and Tom Bennett
had two apiece while Frank Knott
chipped in one. Leading the de-s- ee
Men's Lax: page 12
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Sports Briefs are compiled by Paul
HITTING THE BOOKS: In a
College of Wooster athleuc department, over two-uur- as w we wiwi-en- 's
basketball and soccer teams recorded grade point averages of
3.00 or better. Also, at least 60
team did likewise.- -.
ALL-CONFEREN- CE SELECTIONS: The Wooster men's
and women's basrtn teams landed a combined seven players on
the NCAC All-Confere- nce team. For the Lady Scots, LaWanda
Crawl was named to the first team while Amy Aukamp earned sec-
ond team honors and Christy Evans and LaSonya Crawl received
honorable mention. Erich Riebe and Stan Aukamp were named to
the first team for the men and Matt Hiestand was named to tne sec
ond team
AROUND THE HORN: Wittenberg center Brad Baldridge
pulled down the most votes on the 1990 Division HI Great Lakes
All-Distr- ict team. The Tigers' Bill Funderburg. Case Reserve's Ed
Saxon, and Ohio Wesleyan's Mark Slayman were all named to the
AIT-Distr- ict second team
MORE ABOUT SLAYMAN: Mark Slayman followed recently
initiated Matt Hiestand into the prestigious ljOOO500 club. His
1,017 points and 544 rebounds makes mm tne izm piaycr m uc
history of the NCAC to achieve me honor- -- ....... .. .
:
..-.--
;
.''A.'
WHAT DID I TELL YOU?: Earlier in year. "Sport's Briefs-forecast- ed
success for die Fighting Scot men's lacrosse team this
spring. It could have been a lucky guess but thejrwere victorious to
then-- first four games of the yearjover spring break. In fact, if they
win their next two games, the Scots wiH enjoy their best start since
1967 and wffl probably liatioi 'K
LONG, McBURNEY SHINE IN TOURNEY: Junior Jamie
Long captured first place in the long jump this past week at the
NCAC championship meet with a jump of 219" which was just
enough to beat his younger brother, Jesse, a first-ye- ar from Farlham.
Also, Joel McBumey won the 1,000 race with a time of 22084
MIGHTY BISHOPS: The Ohio Wesleyan Bishops captured first
place in both the men's and women's NCAC indoor track champion-
ships. ;
Women's lax drop
home opener 8--7
CARISSA CONNER
Staff Writer
Wednesdays season opener was a
close caU for the Lady Scots, de-
feated by Slippery Rock only 7-- 8.
Starting off with a goal by Jen
Mabie less than 40 seconds into
the game, Wooster looked ready
and anxious to dominate. But
when Rock returned the blow with
a goal just 23 seconds later, the
Lady Scots seemed to hand over
the controls.
Wooster allowed five more goals
in the half, being beaten defensive-
ly by the speed and suckwork of
Slippery Rock's offense. Taking
Jacobus, Sports Editor.
recently published report by the
percent ot tne men s cross counxry
I
too long to settle into the game,
the defense made some careless
fouls resulting in four free posi-
tion shots for the Rock, aU scor-
ing. Still, Wooster won the
ground baU contests 33-2-5. with a
lot of help from sophomore D-wi- ng
Nicki Sullivan. .
Behind 2--6 going into the second
half, junior Minna Jinn waited
only a minute to return Rock's
seventh goal and to start off an ex-
citing roll of offensive play.
With eight minutes left in the
game Jen Mabie scored again, folr
see Women's Lax: page 12
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Men's lacrosse travels this week
continued from page 11
fense was senior co-capt- ain Geoff
Belz, and first-ye- ar goalie Rich
Green also played well.
Sophomore Alan Pohoryles
stated that the squad is strong in
all positions and that there is a
great deal of camaraderie. He also
Women's lax host
continued from page 11
lowed within the next three and a
half minutes with a goal each by
Jinn, first-ye- ar Tammy Barnes, and
junior Maria Theopholis. Woost-er'-s
offense worked Rock's goal
keeper and defense with pretty
passing and quick stickwork, caus-
ing them to make crucial mistakes
and shaking their lead. Slippery
Rock managed an eighth goal and
kept possession of the ball in the
ONE
HOT
DEAL
Get T 10"""l Cheese
Pizza for only
1 $2.99
I Additional toppings are $.59
Offer expires Mar. 30I This offer is not valid with
I any other offers.
L.
264-980- 0
423 E. Liberty
Sun.-Thur- s. 4pm-la- m
Fri.-Sa- t. 4pm-2a- m
stated that as long as everyone
keeps a positive attitude, the team
will do great things this year.
This weekend the team travels to
Notre Dame and Lake Forest
With victories against these teams,
the Scots will enjoy their best
start since lacrosse became a varsi-
ty sport in 1967.
Kenyon team
the final four minutes, though,
leaving the Lady Scots with their
first defeat
Returning to snowy Wooster
from a week of preseason in sunny
Florida, the Lady Scots hope to
apply the two months of condi-
tioning they have done to a 16
game-packe- d season. Wooster is
a young team, starting four first-year- s,
six sophomores and only
two juniors. Yet, although they
didn't start out with a lot of confi-
dence, coach Brenda Meese be-
lieves that the strong second half
and impressive comeback proves
there is a lot of potential for the
season. Overall, the Lady Scots
were out-sh-ot only 18-2- 1 and came
oat above Slippery Rock in scor-
ing acuracy, hitting 39 percent
There will be a lot of growth
and exciting play to be watched
this year, and Meese says this
opener has priovided "momentum
to carry us into the Kenyon game
at a higher level." The Lady Scots
will stay home to host two games
to Kenyon on Wednesday at 3:30.
Summer Jobs
Over 50,000 summer job
openings at Resorts,
Camps, Amusement Parks,
Businesses, Cruise Lines,
Ranches and more in the
U.S., Canada, Australia, &
20 other countries.
Complete Directory only
$19.95. Don't wait till after
finals. Send to Summer
Jobs, Drawer 38039,
Colorado Springs, Colorado
80937.
Learn to Fly zx
Begin Your Aviation Career
Business or Pleasure
Introductory Flight $20
669-267- 1
Wayne County Airport
6020 N. Honeytown Road
Smithville, Ohio
Kuri leads men's tennis to successful start
ANTHONY FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster Men's
Tennis Team returned recently
from a successful spring trip with
a 6-- 2 record. The highlights of the
trip were wins over the University
of the South and Washington Uni-
versity, two Division III power-
houses.
The victory over the University
of theSouth.'the 10th ranked team
in Division HI. will greatly im-
prove the Scots' own ranking.
Other teams defeated by the Scots
on the trip include Millsaps. St.
March madness strikes again
March Madness is the most con-
suming sports event in the United
States every year. Of course I am
talking about the NCAA Division
I tournament. This year has been
especially maddening and enjoya-
ble. The first 32 games were decid-
ed on an average of only
eight points, the lowest
in tournament history, So
and there are a number
of stories to add to the
drama of the most excit-
ing sports event in the
world.
The first and largest C.J.story is that of Hank
Gathers and Loyola Mar-- 1
ymounL Hank Gathers, as many
have heard, is one of the best col-
lege players in the nation. He was
a 67" rebounding and scoring ma-
chine. He was destined to be an ex-
cellent pro. December 9, Gathers
fainted on the court and was later
diagnosed to have an irregular
heartbeat. He was treated and alleg-
edly cleared to play basketball.
Two weeks ago, Gathers fainted
again during a league tournament
game and never regained con-
sciousness. He died of cardiac ar-
rest.
There are now allegations about
whether he should have been play-
ing in the first place. But that is
overshawdowed by the heart-fille- d
passionate play of bis teammates
that chose to go on without him
and dedicate the tournament to his
memory. And Loyola is on a run.
They have been the underdog in
their first two games and came
away with victories. Now in the
final 16 they face an overachieving
Alabama team. They will probably
face the winner of the UNLV-Ba- ll
State game.
Ambrose. St Leo, and Haverford.
The team fell short of victory
against Boston University and Em-
ory University with scores of 5-- 2
and 7-- 2 respectively.
College of Wooster All-Americ- an
Steve Kuri led the way
for the Scots with a record of 8-- 0.
Kuri's most triumphant match was
a straight set whipping of the sev-
enth ranked player in the country
from Emory University. Kuri, 9th
in the preseason rankings, should
move into the top five in the
country. Adam Brewer, the Scots'
other nationally ranked performer,
also had a successful trip with a
Ball State, the alma mater of Da-
vid LeHerman and the creator of
Garfield, is a small school in baske-
tball-crazy Indiana. The focus on
defense has taken them to two up-
set victories in the first two
rounds. Give the edge to Loyola in
The
Way I
See It
MITCHELL
this region because they have the
inspiration and they will play' in
front of sympathetic crowds in
Oakland, California.
The southeast is also an interest-
ing region as well, with four excel-
lent teams remaining. Minnesota
and Michigan State are the two
lone Big Ten schools left, and both
will have tough games on their
hands. Look for the upset with
Minnesota over Syracuse. I don't
like Syracuse and Minnesota are
out to prove something. I really
think that Georgia Tech and Michi-
gan State is a toss-u- p. Georgia
Tech may have more talent with
three of their players, all potential
All-America- ns.
The eastern region will come to
the battle of the traditional powers
against the new upstarts. Connecti-
cut is the perennial Big East Dark
Horse that has come out of the
pack to kick some butt, and Clem-so- n
is the ACC regular season
Champ for the first time. Connec-
ticut will beat Clemson with their
incredible defenseand press. Duke
versus UCLA looks interesting to
record of 7-- 1. Those victories
should improve upon his national
ranking of 21sL
Other key performers for the
Scots in singles include Dan Ro-senbau- m.
Anthony Fernandez, Ke-
vin Poor, Eric Hicks, and John
Ashbaugh. Kuri-Brew- er and Ro-senbaum-P- oor
led the way in dou-
bles competition for the Scots.
Bill Hoover and Phil Kuri also
made significant contributions in
doubles.
The Scots will attempt to im-
prove their standing with a home
match againt Wright State on
me. UCLA has a two good for-
wards in Trevor Wilson and
MacQean and a good young guard.
And Duke is solid as usual. But
the stat to call up here is that
Duke is 8-- 1 when playing in East
Rutherford. Give the edge to Duke
to win the region and go
on to their fourth Final
Four in 5 years.
The midwest region has
been the region to screw
more pools this year than
any region I can remember.
The highest seed left is
number four Arkansas, fol-
lowed by number six Xavi-e-r
(Ohio), Number eight
North Carolina, and Number 10
Texas. Around these parts people
are rooting for the Ohio school,
Xavier. I grew up about three
blocks from there. My father went
there and I have been a fan of
theirs ever since I can remember. I
know Coach Hart will be rooting
for them, but Texas is playing in
its home state and will have the
fan support Another toss-u- p.
North Carolina has not been to
the Final Four since Michael Jor-
dan's freshman year, when they re-ciev-ed
a gift win from George-
town. Dean Smith is due and he
just might be pulling off his best
coaching job ever with this team. I
see them beating Arkansas and
sliding into the Final Four.
So I think I have Loyola, North
Carolina, Duke and the Goergia
TechMichigan State winner all
going to Final Four. I think the
winner will be whoever wins the
southeast region. I don't know
why. What I do know is that these
things never turn out like they are
suposed to. See you next week to
see how I did.
